
THE REALITY BOX™ QUICK GUIDE 

 
 
Introduce the Reality Box 

 Explain why distraction, affirmation, ignoring, masking are often ineffective 

 May seem counterintuitive, but must turn directly toward the facts 
 

Problem Statement 

 Write the Problem Statement exactly as stated by the client 
 
Ten Steps 
1. Separate Facts from Judgment  

 Write only the facts in the Reality Box. 
2. Identify Current Thoughts 

 Thoughts we’re aware of are like the tip of an iceberg; there are many thoughts underneath that 
we may not be aware of. 

 Assist client in identifying underlying thoughts and core beliefs. 

 Write all thoughts in Current Thoughts section 
3. Elicit Current Feelings 

 When you are thinking [read client’s thoughts back to them], how are you feeling? 

 Write feelings in Current Feelings section 
4. Elicit Current Behaviors 

 When you are thinking [read client’s thoughts] and feeling [read client’s feelings], what are you 
doing?  

5. Reinforce Concept of Alignment of Thoughts, Feelings, and Behaviors 

 Do you notice how these Thoughts, Feelings, and Behaviors are aligned? 

 Could you possibly be feeling any differently if you continue to have these thoughts? 
6. Develop Cognitive Flexibility through Psychoeducation 

 Thoughts, Thoughts and Emotions, Reactions, Thoughts and Change (see guide) 
7. Develop Healthier Thoughts with Guided Cognitive Restructuring 

 Is it possible to look at this another way? 

 Guided visualization-> facts and calmness-> What thoughts would be present to feel this way? 

 Elements for Guided Cognitive Restructuring: I HAVE CHOICES 
Identify Cognitive Distortions, Honesty, Acceptance, Validate, Empathize, Compassion, 
Hope, Outlook, Intention, Constructive, Encourage, Self-care 

 Write Healthier Thoughts to the right of the Reality Box. 
8. Elicit Healthier Feelings 

 When you are thinking [read thoughts to client], how do you think you’ll be feeling? 

 Write all thoughts in Healthier Thoughts sections 
9. Elicit Healthier Behaviors 

 When you are thinking [read all thoughts] and feeling [read all feelings], what might you be doing? 
10. Reinforce Alignment of Healthier Thoughts, Feelings, and Behaviors 

 Do you notice that just by thinking this way, you are feeling very differently? 
 
Making it Work 

 Proactive Daily Practice - repeat healthier thoughts throughout the day 

 Cognitive-Emotive Dissonance- same as all learning, new thoughts will feel unnatural initially 

 Link Practicing to the Body and Visualization – “deep breath, step back”, visualize feeling calm 
 


